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The tiny, but greatest enemy of our 

western pine forests. 

!Ift' 

In peak infestation periods these tiny 

beetles kill more timber than is cut. 
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1. 

INTRODUCTION 

Problem and purpose 

The purpose of this paper is to show the problem of 

timber losses, incurred by beetles, that confront the 

ponderosa pine timber holders; the causitive agents; the 

magnitude of the losses; the past and present control 

methods employed and the results obtained therefrom. 

Importance of problem 

The significance of losses is clearly shown by the 

Figures, charts, and tables throughout this paper. 

Authoritative opinions differ greatly as to the exact 

amount of damage that the pine beetles cause. This dif- 

ference may be due to one or many of the various criteria 

used in arriving at a definite figure. Some authorities 

may include only timber of merchantable size and quality 

while others include all trees killed by the beetles. 

Some may base their final figure on findings taien from 

only a small area instead of the entire Northwest Ponderosa 

Pine Region. Pines are sometimes killed by other destruc- 

tive agencies and the beetles get the credit for the los- 

ses because of their presence in the trees when the trees 

are recorded. This may also work in the opposite direc- 

tion. It is essential that all factors be taken into 

consideration when determining the losses. The losses in 

different areas and in different years or series of years 

varies greatly and must be thoroughly analized before a 

just statement can be made. As this study was made almost 
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entirely in Oregon and Wash1nton the Figures cited will 

refer only to those two states unless otherwise stated. 

We know that conflagrations destroy large tracts of 

timber which makes up numerous thousands of board feet of 

timber each year, yet this amount does not nearly equal 

that which is lost each year from insect damage. As stat- 

ed before, opinions differ greatly on the magnitude of this 

destructive agency. I have references which show the in- 

sect loss to be from two to fifteen times that of fire, 

both for annual and periodic intervals. The variation, 

no matter what it may be, is always a figure larger than 

the loss by fire. The average annual loss for the period 

1933-1938 will exceed $2,000,000 just in Oregon and Washing- 

ton. (1) 

Related previous studies 

F. Paul Keen, Senior Entomologist for the United 

States National Forest Region 6, is probably the most ac- 

complished research worker in this field. Keen has compil- 

ed many bulletins and pamphlets on losses incurred by in- 

sects and on many related subjects. His publications cover 

many years of work and fully show the different approaches 

that have been made to combat this devistating aFent. 

Numerous men have studied the problem from statistics, 

experiment, and observation. Several students of forestry 

have written papers on this or closely related studies. 

New developments in the field change the views of the 

progressive thinker, thus changes are continuously being 

made in methods of attack on the beetle problem. 
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Method of' procedure and sources of data 

It was originally the intention of the writer to build 

this paper around data gathered from various pine operators 

in the northwest. Seventy questionnaires with letters of 

explanation were sent to the different operators cutting at 

least 75% ponderosa pine. Forty of the questionnaires were 

returned. Some of them were blank, some with only one or 

two questions answered, and some that were filled out com- 

pletely. Not all of the operators could give sufficient in- 

formation as the questionnaires required, but some were en- 

thused over tl-ìe undertaking and requested copies of the f i- 

nal results. However, the information received was far from 

being sufficient to base anything other than assumptions on. 

The results are shown compiled in the suimnary. 

United States Governient publications, text books, and 

personal observations were used as the main source of data. 

"Forest Insect Conditions In Oregon and Washington" 1939, 

prepared by the Division of Forest Insect, Investigations, 

Forest Insect Laboratory, Region 6 was used as the best 

source of numerical data as it is the latest and most com- 

plete compilation of such figures. 

A thesis "Control Methods Used Against estructive 

Western Barkbeetles" written by Gordon Black, 1940, was 

used as a source of much data on control methods. 

Most important insects 

There are six beetles that are the most common and 

do the largest portion of the damage. They are Dendroc- 

tonus brevicomis, D. monticolae, D. valens, Melanophia 



The work of Dendroctonus brevicomis in a 
green tree. D. brevicomis is the most imp- 
ortant primary killer. 

The work of secondary The third stase; the sec- 
insects coverin that of ondaries have completed 
primary insects. their work and emerged. 
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californica, Ips oregonï, and Ips emarginatus. These six 

insects make up what C. S. Martin calls the Pine Beetle 

Logging Company. (3) 

D. brevicomis is by far the most destructive specIes. 

In Oregon's ponderosa pine alone, this enemy causes the 

estimated annual loss of 0.75% of the entire ponderosa 

pine stand or 570,000,000 board feet. (4) Figure stump- 

age at what you may and this amount Is astonishin:. 

D. monticolae and Melanophila californica run a close 

second in importance. The two Ips and D. valens are by 

no means of minor importance. 

Control work 

The preliminary control work that is necessary, no 

matter what control method is used, is the same and is di- 

vided Into three distinctive steps. The first is the reco- 

gnition of the infestation: second is the organization of 

the control project; and third is the spotting of infest- 

ed trees. 

Recognition of the infestation. 

Anyone who has contact with the forests and travels 

rather extensively in them usually acts as the finder of 

infestations. Those most likely to notice the destruction 

are the rangers, timber cruisers, and surveyors. They 

cover large areas and are aware of the importance of such 

detection. 

Organization of the control agent. 

Many problems arise from organization of control 
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projects because nearly every project is different. They 

may differ in intensity of the infestation, location, ac- 

cessibility and many other factors that combine to make 

organization a tangible task. However, in 1933, region 

six issued a handbook for insect control which set up an 

outline for administration and organization plans on bark- 

beetle projects which should prove applicable to any situa- 

tion. (5) If the handbook is not applicable in some cases 

it may serve as a basis for organization to say the least. 

spotting of Infested trees on study areas. 

Spotting is finding, marking, and plotting the infest- 

ed trees in the field. The crew consIsts of a compassman 

and two spotters. The spotters locate the tree, number it, 

determine the insect species that killed the tree, take the 

d.b.h. measure the height to find the number of 16 foot 

logs to ari eight inch top d.i.b., figure the volume, deter- 

mine the season the tree was killed (either winter or sum- 

mer), the class (both vigor and maturity), and total 

height. This Information Is recorded on sheets called 

tspotting records". The tree is then blazed on the North 

side and keel Is used to write on the year and season the 

tree was killed and the series number of the tree. The 

compassman records the series number and location of each 

tree on his record sheet which is called the "section plat". 

Samples of these sheets and a "summary sheet" are shown on 

the following pages with pictures of blazed and marked trees. 

Control methods. 

To date there have been eight distinctive different 
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The cornpagsan' record 

SECTION PLAT 

Project area --------------------------------- Unit 

Date---------------------------------- T ----------- R ----------- Sec 

Compassman-------------------------------------------------- 3 Sec ----------- 

Timbered acreage 
Percentage by species 

Volume B. F. per acre 

Character of timber stand 
Topography 
General slope and exposure 

Remarks: 

Fonn EQ-37 u. s. oovnusrsrrauiyma orties 8-11440 
Revised Feb. 15, 1936 
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The spotter's record 

....s...... .-. 
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

BUREAU 0E ENTOMOLOGY AND PLANT QUARANTINE 

I 

SPOTTING RECORD 
Project area_______________ Unit Camp No.__________ 

Date Spotter T._____ R._____ Sec.________ 

Form EQ-38 8-6852 U. S. GOVERUIIENT PRINTINU OPPICE 
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Summary for each study plot 

3TJIARY OF SA1IE PLOT DATA 

FOREST ___________________AREA________________________ 

UNIT ___________________ rLrT NO._______ 

T. _____R._____ SEO. _M. _AES_________________ 

Spotting Crew __________________ Date____________________ 

No.Tres Green _Total Trees per Sec._____________ 
No.Trees Colored ____Estimating Factor__________________ 
Total - Estimated Total__________________ 
Percent Colored Map Color_________________________ 

;im mn 

Thar 
Newly 
Marked 

Previously 
Marked 

Uark Total 

19_ 
___________ _________ 

19 

19_ 

1g- 
19 

tnknown 
Year 

TOTAL ________ 
Map Color____________ 



This tree killed in the 
summer of 1940. Ninth 
tree to be marked on the 
study plot (109). 

This tree killed in the 
winter of 1939. Also the 
ninth tree of this series 
to be marked on the study plot. 

zinga"bugtree Recording the data. 
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control methods used. Some of the methods have variations 

and may be classed as separate methods, but for condensa- 

tion purposes they will be classed as but eight methods. 

Solar heat method. 

Utilization of the sun's rays in exterminating bark- 

beetle broods was one of the first control methods to be 

used against the destructive insects. (5) The principle 

underlying this method of control states that 1f an outside 

air temperature of 85 degrees Fairenheit can be obtained, 

the temperature beneath the bark of a tree exposed to direct 

sunlight will be from 110 to 130 degrees F. (7) Ponderosa 

pine and sugar pine have a thick bark and do not lend them- 

selves very readily to this treatment. It is used success- 

fully on thinner-barked species such as lodgepole and white 

pine. 

Burning. 

Control of barkbeetles by burning has been carried ori 

in three different ways. Burning the entire tree, partial 

peeling and burning the bark, and spraying fuel oil over 

the log and burning are the various methods employed. 

Peeling. 

This method is applicable only to trees infested with 

species of barkbeetles that spend their entire pupal and 

larval stages in the cambitim of the trees. Peeling the 

bark from the tree and exposing it to the weather and 

predators is fairly successful within its limitations. 

Control by oil sprays. 

Spraying oils on the felled trees is a method that is 
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yet in the experimental stage, but from all indications, 

has been employed quite successfully. The limiting fact- 

ors which govern the use of this method are thickness of 

the bark, brood resistance, temperature, and moisture. 

The trap tree method. 

This method calls for the placing of trees in certain 

areas to be used as traps, i.e., the broods of barkbeetles 

are attracted to the freshly cut trees instead of the 

valuable standing timber. After the traps are thoroughly 

infested they are treated to destroy the broods; usually 

by burninr. (5) 

Tree poisoning. 

Poison chemicals are injected into the sap stream of 

the trees in quanities sufficient to kill all barkbeetles 

present. Some beetles attacking the tree after it has been 

poisoned are also killed by the toxicity of the chemical. 

The chemicals act as a preservative to the heart wood and 

makes possible the salvage of treated trees over a longer 

period than do other forms of treatment. (6) 

Control by electricity. 

The tests carried on in this method have proved un- 

satisfactory. The charge necessary to kill the beetles is 

too great to be at all feasible. The accessibility of 

electricity in the pine forests is unquestionably a problem 

that makes this control method unpracticable. 

Lop'ging as a method of control. 

"The control of barkbeetles with this method as a 

rule primarily involves the 1oging of the infested trees, 



and secondar5ly of either destroying the broods by burning 

the slabs at the mill, submerging the logs in ponds, or 

taking the logs completely away (20-25 miles) from any 

timber. It seems that some practice involving logging is 

the ideal method of controlling the beetles because it 

wastes no timber and should incur only a small treatment 

cost as compared with the methods mentioned before". 

The above statement, by Gordon Black (5), is obvious- 

ly one that is being adhered to by many operators today. 

The practice of salvaging the infested trees has long been 

practiced mostly on a small scale basis and by few operators 

until recent years. 

Now another advancement in control of barkbeetles by 

logging is beginning to get a foot hold in few pine opera- 

tions. This advancement is rightfully called presalvage. 

I will attempt to divulge the data that I have collected 

in relation to this practice in an effort to display the 

practicability and feasibility of it as the logical method 

of combating the ponderosa pine enemies. 

First I would like to list the costs involved by the 

other methods of control as given by Gordon Black. (5) 

Peeling standing trees as base only 3.34 to 4.O0 ¡lvi 

Solar heat without peeling 4.45 to 8.00 ¡M 

Burning without peeling 

Peeling without burning 

Burning: with peeling 

Solar heat with peeling 

Tree medication 

5.34 to 13.33 ¡M 

2.67 to 10.00 ¡M 

2.67 to 5.00 ¡M 

4.70 ¡M 

5.88 ¡M 

13. 
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It is obvious that the above expenditures do not yield 

any immediate profit. They are merely costs involved in 

preventing further spread of the barkbeetles. If the method 

or methods of control are at all successful they will in 

time yield a cash return in the volume of timber saved from 

the ravishing appetites of the beetles. 

Salvage logging is the control that does what the 

above mentioned methods of control do and at the same time 

the timber that Is salvaged may show some percent of profit 

at once and also, as the other methods, a profit by prevent- 

Ing further attacks by the beetles. This method of control 

demaitids immediate logging of the infested trees to prevent 

total loss from blue stain. 

As for the loss caused by blue stain, here is what 

some of the members of the Western Pine Association have 

to say. These are direct quotations as taken from personal 

letters from the different pine operators. 

So far as I know the only blue-stained in pine that 

has been sold from the West Is moved as "Stained Selects" 

at a greatly reduced price under Selects not stained. And, 

as obviously the sap of the beetle-killed trees is the part 

that stains first and is damaged the most, blue-stain has 

not been a real problem so far as Common lumber is concerned, 

as practically all Commons come from the heart of the tree. 

We have attempted here to utilize as far as possible beetle- 

killed trees, but we have no special way of marketing the 

stained lumber, excepting to degrade, or drop it down from 

one grade into a lower grade until we find a place where it 
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I41 

Fell1nc a beetle infested tree for treatment. 

Such trees as this bring the total volume up in a 

hurry. 
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Is permissible. Obviously, this results in a lower realiza- 

t1on, which is prohibitive under ordinary market conditions." 

Another observing member of the Association has this 

to say: "You understand that Ponderosa Pine deteriorates 

very rapidly unless seasoned promptly after falling and 

bucking. During the extreme summer months the trees that 

are logged will start to sour, or stain within two or not 

to exceed three weeks after they are felled. Therefore, 

value exists in beetle-killed trees only for the first year 

or two; and stain generally takes place within a few weeks 

after the tree Is killed; and usually the third year after 

the tree is killed the sap looses its value entirely." 

Opinions or observations differ as told by the follow- 

Ing quotation and the one above. "The problem of treat- 

ing beetle-killed timber should not be considered from 

only the salvage angle but also from the standpoint of 

beetle control. For this reason, beetle attacked trees 

must be recognized and control measures carried on during 

infestation. Through recent experiments on this sale, it 

was found that year old killed timber was about the extreme 

economic limit that trees would be salvaged." 

One operator who had logged the most hazardous areas 

in his holdlrgs has this to say: "We did not take any 

beetle-killed trees, as we found that the blue stain was 

not merchantable. All of our lower grades at that time 

were going Into box shook, and only a very small percentage 

of stain would be admitted. Also the value of number one 

box was several dollars below the cost of production, and, 
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of course, we could not manufacture logs which contained 

nothing else." 

From my personal observations it was found thst there 

is no definite time from the time of beetle attack until 

blue stain sets in. Blue stain was found to be quite pre- 

valent in some ponderosa pine that were recently attacked 

and the foliage was still green. In other cases the 

foliage would be not only yellow but almost brown and the 

tree would be free from blue stain. However, I feel safe 

in saying that ninety percent of the infested trees on 

which the foliage shows any sign of discoloration will 

possess blue stain to some extent. 

These facts should be adequate to prove that salvage 

logging is not economically feasible or justifiable in 

most cases. The logging costs are high, the resulting 

material saved is of low value, and the practice usually 

does not better the insect problem to any great extent. 

There is obviously a need for some form of cutting practice 

that will "beat the beetles to the draw". Presalvage is 

the name given to the cutting practice that should, when 

perfected, be the answer to the problem. 

There is an old adage that says if a man is an excel- 

lent fighter, has no weak spots, and everybody knows this, 

he will not be chosen for combat. That is the condition 

the presalvage will put the pine forests in when practiced 

properly. The beetles start the infestation through some 

weak point in the forest which is usually an overmature, 

broken top, or a tree that is low in vigor in some manner. 



An excellent point of 
entry for the beetles. 

18. 
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A class 40 tree chosen 
in preference to the young- 
er, more viorous trees. 

A very good breedin Srounds for Ips. 



Entire forests are taken by the beetles during 
epidemics. This picture taken near Crater 
Lake. (Courtesy of F. P. Keen) 

This tree, a class A, was 
first attacked by flat heads, 
tMelanophila californica) and 
later killed by Dendroctonus 
brevicomis. 

Single trees and lar,e group 
of trees combine to make an 
astonishing total annual loss. 



unce the beetles become established they 
kill the vigorous as well as the less 
vizorous trees. (Courtesy of F. P. Keen) 



The small galleries of 
Dendroctonus brevicomis 
soon become numerous enough 
to girdle and kill large 
trees as shown below. 

This picture shows the 
galleries on the inner 
bark taken from the tree 
pictured below. 

It doesntt take many 
trees of this size to 
brin the loss per acre 
to a sizable volume. 

21. 
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There are many deviations from normal growth that makes a 

tree an ideal point of entry for the beetles. Presalvage 

removes such trees and puts the forest in a good fighting 

condition. Usually when beetles attack a vigorous tree 

they are "pitched out". That is, the flow of pitch is 

strong enough to subdue the insects and they can be found 

either on the outside or the inside of the entrance hole 

surrounded by a mass or ball of pitch. Only thrifty pines 

possess this capacIty and therefore the vigorous stands are 

rarely infested with the small enemies. 

Once the beetles attack a tree they multiply and be- 

come more numerous and as a group are capable of becoming 

established in a more vigorous tree. The more beetles 

that attack a tree the less chance the treo has of "pitch- 

Ing out" the attackers because of the large quantity of 

pitch necessary to do the job. When the beetles become so 

well established and numerous they are able to success- 

fully attack and kill large areas of trees regardless of 

the tree vigor or age. Examples of such an infestation 

are shown by the pictures on the following page. There- 

fore, by keepIng the less vigorous trees cut out of the 

forest the less chance the beetles have of multiplying. 

The use of Keen's tree classification is the basis 

for presalvage work and the classification is based on 

age and vigor of the trees within the stand. Following 

Is a copy of this work. 
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Ready for cutting and also ready for beetle attack. 

Overmature trees are ideal for the beetles to become 
established in. 
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RELATIVE SUSCEPTIBILITY OF PONDEROSA PINES TO 
BARK-BEETLE ATTACK 

Jour. For. 34(10) p.919 

By F. P. Keen 

The classification of ponderosa pine trees according 
to relative susceptibility to beetle attack, has been work- 
ed out by F. P. Keen, Division of Forest Insect Investiga- 
tions, Bureau of Entomology and Plant Quarantine, Portland, 
Oregon. Mr. Keen's system is of great value in determining, 
in partially cut stands,the trees which show hicth resistance 
to the western pine beetle (Dendroctonus brevicomis). Such 
trees may be left for future cuttings. 

There are four age groups, and within each, four vigor 
groups. 

AGE GROUPS 

Trees are first divided into four age groups--young, 
immature, mature, and overmature. In average site IV 
ponderosa pine stands of the Pacific region, the character- 
istics of these age groups are as follows: 

1. Young. Age: Usually less than 75 years. D.b.h.: 
Rarely over 20 inches. Bark: Dark grayish-brown to black, 
deeply furrowed, with narrow ridges between the fissures. 
Tops: Usually pointed, with distinct nodes. Branches: 
Upturned and whorls. 

2. Immature. Age: Approximately 75 to 150 years. 
D.b.h.: Rarely over 30 inches. Bark: Dark reddish brown, 
with narrow, smooth plates between the fissures. Tops: 
Usually pointed, but with nodes indistinct. Branches: 
Mostly upturned and in w1orls for upper half of crown. 

3. Mature. Age: Approximately 150 to 300 years. 
D.b.h.: Rarely over 40 inches. Bark: Light reddish brown 
with moderately large plates between the fissures. Tops: 
Pyramidal or rounded. Branches: Upturned near top, those 
of middle crown horizontal, lower ones drooping; whorls 
incomplete. 

4. Overmature. Age: More than 300 years. D.b.h.: 
Usually of large diameter. Bark: Light yellow, the plates 
usually very wide, long, and smooth. Tops: Usually flat 
and making no further height growth. Branches: Mostly 
drooping snarled, or crooked. 

In dividing trees into these four general age groups, 
more weight should be given to relative maturity, or what 
might be called "physiological age", than to exact age as 
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indicated by annual rings. Some trees growing under favor- 
able conditions, particularly on good sites, retain their 
youthful appearance and vigor much longer than do trees that 
have been forced to struggle against unfavorable environ- 
mental conditions, such as those on poor sites. Since trees 
must be judged largely on the basis of external appearances, 
those having all the outward characteristics of a given age 
group should be classed in that group, even though they are 
actually somewhat younger or older than the designated age 
limits. 

The distinction between Groups i and 2 is based largely 
on color and roughness of bark. While both are sometimes 
called "bull pines" or "blackjacks," only the Group 1 trees 
have the rough black bark which is so typical of juvenile 
growth. The change from Group i to Group 2 takes place at 
approximately 75 years of age in the site IV stands of 
southern Oregon. At that age there is a slowing down In 
the rate of height arid diameter growth, narrow plates ap- 
pear between bark fissures, and the bark starts to take on 
the reddish-brown color characteristic of maturity. Sup- 
pression in the seedling stage may greatly extend the 
period of juvenile growth and advance subsequent age limits. 
The distinction between mature and overmature trees, Groups 
3 and 4, is more difficult to recognize, and involves 
character of crown as well as bark differences. 

VIGOR GROUPS 

In judging the relative vigor of different trees of a 
given age, the size of crown and abundance of foliage are 
probably the best outward indicators. Therefore, each age 
group is further subdivided into four sub-groups based 
upon relative crown vigor. These are designated by letters 
A to D as follows: 

A.--F'ull, vigorous crowns, with a length of 55 per 
cent or more of the total height, and of average width or 
wider; foliage usually dense; position of tree isolated 
or dominant (rarely co-dominant); diameters large for age. 

B.--Pair to moderately vigorous crowns with average 
width or narrower, and length less than 55 per cent of the 
total height; either short wide crowns or long narrow 
ones, but neither sparse nor ragged; position, usually co- 
doiinant but sometimes isolated or dominant; diameters 
above average for age. 

C.--Fair to poor crowns, very narrow and sparse or 
represented by only a tuft of foliage at the top; foliage 
usually short and thin; position usually intermediate, 
sometimes codominant, rarely isolated; diameters below 
average for age. 
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D.--Crowns of very poor vigor; foliage sparse and 
scattered or only partially developed; position suppres- 
sed or intermediate; diameters decidedly subnormal, con- 
sidering age. 

By combining the four age sub-groups with the four sub- 
groups of crown vigor a total of 16 classes was obtained 
which could be analyzed for relative susceptibility. 

APPLICATION TO MARKING PRACTICE 

Susceptible ypes.--This group includes all trees 
with C and D crowns, and, according to relative risk from 
higher to lower, the tree classes belonging here appear 
in the following order: 1D, 2C, 40, 30, 10, 3D, 4D, 2D. 

Intermediate Types.--This group takes in trees with 
B crowns in the three older age classes. From higher to 
lower risk in this group, the order is as follows: 4B, 3B, 2B. 

Resistant Types.--This group, on the average, is re- 
sistant to beetle attack and therefore comprises the best 
trees to leave In the reserve stand as far as pine-beetle 
risk is concerned. From the poorest risk to the best, 
these classes are as follows: lB, 4A, 3A, 2A, lA. All 
except class 4A are types of trees which are normally 
left under present Forest Service marking policy. 

The use of Keen's System in Marking 

a. When Beetle Hazard is High 

In the stand: 

Always Leave: All of Class 1; all of Class 2; Class 3A; 
(Unless beetle-infested and merchantable) 

Always cut: Class 
Class 
of an 

Leave: Class 
Class 
ed in 

C; Class 5D; Class 4B; Class 40; 
4D; also cut all beetle-infested trees 

,T class if merchantable. 

Marginal Timber: 

3B when below 30" if thrifty 
4A occasional trees below 34" if need- 
gaps 

Cut: Class 3B if over 30" and others over 18" if 
not thrifty 
Class 4A cut except as noted 

b. When Beetle Hazard is Low 

In the stand: 
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Always leave: All of Class 1; All of Class 2; Class 3A. 
(Unless beetle infested and merchantable.) 

Always cut: Class 3D; Class 4B; Class 4C; Class 4D; Also 
cut beetle-infested trees of any class, if 
merchantable. 

Marginal Timber: 

Leave Class 3E when under 34" or needed to fill gaps. 
Class 3C exceptionally good trees up to 22" 
if needed. 
Class 4A when under 34" or when needed to fill 
large gaps. 

Cut: Class 3B when over 34" unless needed to fill 
gaps. 
Class 3C cut except as noted 
Class 4A when over 34" unless needed to fill 
gaps 

Note: In small groups generally either take all or 
leave all trees. Leave trees that will be 
culls. Don't consider basal fire scars unless 
covering over 1/2 circumference. 

Cutting according to these marking rules will usually 

result In a 1iht cut that in turn calls for mobile equip- 

ment that will cut logging expenses. The following para- 

graph is taken from a letter from one of the members of the 

Western Pine Association: "Inasmuch as the beetles have 

been quite active in the Blue Mountains, where out timber 

is located, we are planning on a special unit that will work 

independently of our regular logging organization. This 

will be a small crew that we hope will work out economi- 

cally to take out bug-infested trees in advance of ordinary 
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logging operations as fast as they can be detected. Obvious- 

ly they will work over large areas; and it may not prove ec- 

onomic from an actual salvage point of view, but it should 

have a compensating feature in lessening the dangers of in- 

festation on a larger scale if the bug-infested trees are 

removed as quickly as possible." 

This operator has the ideal organization in the inak- 

ing, but why not train markers to classify the timber for 

beetle susceptibility and let this small unit take those 

trees while they are still green, unstained and of higher 

price? Why wait until the trees are attacked, dead, stained, 

and ultimately fall in the lower price brackets? And at the 

same time these trees are deteriorating in value, they are 

acting as a breeding ground to further enlarge the number 

of beetles in the area. I am not criticizing this operator 

at all. That is the farthest thing from my mind. Of the 

forty answers that I received from my questionnaires this 

operator displayed more interest, enthusiasm, and realiza- 

tion than any of the others. He is planning on doing what 

he believes to be the best and deserves sorne praise for 

his recognition of the serious problem. 

My idea of the most efficient set up is as follows: 

A small mobile unit that can cover the entire holdings 

in one year. This may necessitate a very light cut if the 

area is large. In this case the trees of highest suscepti- 

bility should be removed first. Truck roads placed through- 

out the area as a network will make annual coverage simple 
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The bu.s take'rn young and old when they 
et started in a stsnd. 

Hißhly mobile loin equipment is the essential 
tool in presalvace loin. 
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The result of presalvae logging is a young 
viorous stand that is hihly beelte resistant. 

Remaining trees grow faster after the tract is logged. 

3-rowth is accelerated and the remaining stand soon 
builds up its resistsnce to beetle attack. Increased 
volume growth and increased resistance are two of the 
main inseritives for resalvae loving. 
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the second year and all succeeding years and will act as an 

excellent added protection facility. The cost of the roads 

should be prorated over a cutting cycle and not all charged 

to the presalvage operations as they will be used for the 

regular logging operation as well. The first years pre- 

salvage cut should take the trees of the highest suscepti- 

bility and so on down the susceptibility scale until the 

area is in good vigorous condition. Any area large enough 

to practice sustained yield cutting on would probably need 

a presalvage unit as a permanent part of the concern. 

After the area is in a bug-resistant state the presalvage 

crew could probably be reduced in size and possibly the an- 

nual cutting period could be shortened. 
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A Western Pine forest 

A young and thrifty f3rest rep1acin inferior species on 
brush covered hills. 

The ultimate return of proper management and cutting 
practices. Protect it and it will more than pay its 
own way. 
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STTW1ARY 

A. Results of the questionnaire- 

Questionnaire 

This questionnaire pertains to salvage work in Ponder- 
osa pine Only. 

1. Do you own the timber that you operate in? Yes 6 

No 7 
Partly 3 

2. What is the area of your timber holdings? 5,000 to 
698,000 acres. 

3. What is the amount of 
feet? 25 MM to 7,321 

4. Do you do any salvage 

5. Do you feel that saiv 
ly feasible? Yes 

your timber holdings in board 
MM. 

work in the P. pine? Yes 3 
No 15 

age work can be made economical- 
6 No 6 

6. If you are not doing salvage work of this type now, 
do you plan on doing so later? Yes 2 No 10 

7. Do you employ any cutting practice as a method of 
combating the pine beetles? Yes 3 No 12 

(Some of the operators evidently do not feel that 
their cutting practice is a method of combat). 

What practice? 

le Selective cut. 
2. Immediate cutting of infested trees. 
3. Leave 30% stand 14" d.b.h. and cut all infested 

trees. 
4. Presalvage. 
5. Forest Protection Association does the work. 
6. Remove hazardous areas first. 
7. Burning with brush disposal. 
8. Peeled and burned 21 MM b.f. in the past 25 years. 
9. 50% sustained yield. 

lo. 40 to 50% silvicultural sustained yield. 

8. What method of survey do you employ to determine the 
amount of beetle-killed timber? 

1. Bureau of Entomology and inspection and plot count. 
2. Difference between original cruise and cut; also 
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estimate of volume of snage. 
3. Spotters and compassman-summer coverage. 
4. Occular estimate. 
5. Estimate. 
6. United States Forest Service survey figures. 
7. United States Forest Service survey figures. 

9. How long have you been doing this salvage work? 

1. 1 year 
2. 25 years 
3. 1 year 

10. What percent of your timber in board feet is lost 
annually from the work of the beetles? 0.5% to 1%. 

11. What percent of the beetle-killed timber are you 
able to salvage each year? 1% to 25%. 

What does this amount to in board feet? 

1. 50M 
2. 80M 
3. 125 M 
4. 280 M 

12. What Is the logging cost per thousand of the salv- 
aged timber? $5 to l2. 

13. What is the logging cost per thousand of the other 
timber? $3 to $11. 

14. What logging equipment do you employ? 

1. Horses and trucks. 
2. Tractors with dozers and drums, jammers, and 

trucks. 
3. RD 6's and trucks to private R.R. 
4. Cats, trucks, and train. 
5. Teams, tractors, and trucks. 
6. RD 8 cats, McGiffert loaders, and Loco Crane. 
7. RD 8's, trucks, McGiffert loader, train. 
8. Cats, jammer, and trucks. 
9. Tractors skidding to R.R. spurs. 

10. DIesel cats. 
li. Caterpillar cats, trucks, shovel loader, McGif- 

fert loader, train. 

15. What is the percent of profit per thousand on saiv- 
aged timber? One answer of "none". 

16. What is the percent of profit per thousand on other 
timber? One answer "damned little". 

One answer 5% 
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17. Do you feel that salvage work has a place in the 
management of your timber? Yes 4 No 6 

Two answers "not at present". 
One answer T'The Insect problem is primary in 
mangement of E. Side P P type". 

18. Do you feel that further effort and study should 
be expended In determining better and more thor- 
ough methods of salvage? Yes 8 No i 

B. Conclusions. 

From the results of the questionnaire it seems 

quite obvious that the majority of the pine operators 

do not give the beetle problem very much considera- 

tion. I think the main difficulty results from their 

figuring entirely on the basis of immediate returns 

and no thought or regard given the returns in the 

future which would he the ultimate result of pre- 

salvage practices. 

Much can and should be done in the line of educa- 

tion on the part of the pine operators. This could 

be accomplished by demonstration areas that are the 

result of the presalvage practice. 

C. Recommendations. 

I feel that this problem rests entirely with the 

United States Forest Service for further development. 

It is a problem that is not easily solved and will 

necessitate the expenditure of time and money to prove 

the points that will sell the Idea. Many of the pine 

operators are willing if they can see the outcome of 

practice. Also, the fact that the United States Forest 
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Service owns a sizable amount of the western pine 

timber, I say that they are the ones who should father 

the idea and develop it to the point where it will be 

recognized as feasible and economical practice that 

is applicable on all sizes of pine operations. I 

realize that it will take a great period of time to get 

the prsctice nationally established, but once the opera- 

tors and all those interested in timber as a crop be- 

come firm believers in the idea the insect problem will 

then be in control. 

Another insentive for the private operator who op- 

erates on Forest Service land migtht be a reduction in 

the stumpage price to offset the added logging costs 

connected with this practice. A study of the differ- 

ence in logging costs would be necessary in determin- 

ing a just reduction in stumpage prices. 

o ---------- 
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EXPLAIATION OF CHARTS 

Chart 1. Pine beetle loss estimates as shown in this chart 

are based on beetle surveys as explained in the text. The 

losses shown are those of ponderosa pine throuchout its 

distribution in Oregon and Washington, including portions 

west of the Cascade Range in southern Oregon. 

Chart 2. This chart shows average estimated loss of pond- 

erosa pine from beetle attack for the period 1931-1937, 

inclusive, by ownership and total value of this loss. 

Total ponderosa pine stand affected is shown in millions 

of board feet in left-hand column. 

Chart 3. A chart of comparison to show the relative loss- 

es and cut as compared with the average annual rowth of 

ponderosa pine in easter Oregon and WashinSton. The aver- 

age is for the period 1931-1937, inclusive. 

Chart 4. The trend of pine loss as shown in this chart is 

based on the combined records from all survey plots within 

each subregion. Using the volume of loss in 1937 as a base, 

losses of other years were compared on a ratio basis. 

Chart . Recent ponderosa pine depletion as shown by counts 

of snags (representing about 10 years of loss, 1928-1937) is 

shown in this chart. The vertical scale gives average per- 

cent of pine volume killed, while the horizontal scale indic- 

ates the relative size of the different areas. Data from 

pine beetle surveys, Forest Resource Survey check cruises, and 
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Forest Experiment Station growth plots were combined to 

obtain the adjusted averases shown. 

Chart 6. This chart compares the average annual value of 

ponderosa pine killed by beetles in Oregon and Washington 

with the amount spent for control and research during the 

period 1931-1938. 
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CHART I 

TOTAL ANNUAL LOSS FROM PINE BEETLES 

OREGON AND WASHINGTON 

931 TO 1938 
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CHART 2 

AVERAGE ANNUAL VALUE 
OF 

PONDEROSA PINE KILLED BY BEETLES 

OrcEGON AND WASHINGTON 

DURING PERIODOF 1931 TO 937 
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CHART 3 

AVERAGE ANNUAL GROWTH AND DEPLETION 
OF 

PONDEROSA eINE 

EASTSIDE OREGON AND WASHINGTON 

GENERAL AVERAGE (LONG PERIOD) 

AVERAGE FOR PERIOD 1931 -1937 INCL. 

GROWTH 
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CHART 4 

TREND OF PINE BEETLE EPIDEMICS ON SAMPLE PLOTS 

FROM 1931 TO 1938 
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CHART 6 

AVERAGE ANNUAL VALUE OF PONDEROSA PINE KILLED BY BEETLES 
IN 

OREGON AND WASHINGTON 
AND 

AMOUNT SPENT FOR CONTROL AND RESEARCH 

DURING PERIOD OF 1931 -1938 
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EXPLANATION OF FIaURES 

Firurel. This map of the Region shows the distribution 

of normal, light, and heavy infestation of the western 

pine beetle in 1932, at the peak of epidemic conditions. 

Figure 2, This map, using the same legend as fiure 1, 

shows the distribution of normal, liht, and heavy infest- 

ation of the western pine beetle in 1937 at the low point 

of the recent infesttion cycle. 

The comparison between figure 1 aan 2 shows 

the striking change in infestation conditions which has 

occurred between 1932 and 1937. 
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